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ABSTRACT

A non�parametric probability density function �pdf� es�
timation technique is presented� The estimation con�
sists in approximating the unknown pdf by a network of
Gaussian Radial Basis Functions �GRBFs�� Complex�
ity analysis is introduced in order to select the optimal
number of GRBFs� Results obtained on real data show
the potentiality of this technique�

� INTRODUCTION

Non�parametric pdf estimation is universally reputed
superior to the parametric approach when no hypothe�
sis about the structure of the data can be formulated�
The two most established technique� i�e� Parzen win�
dow estimator and k�nearest�neighbour estimator� are
both computationally demanding� Our aim is the de�
sign of a pdf estimator� and then a classi�er� that is
local and simple at the same time� We use simple with
the meaning that the complexity of the �nal classi�er
does not grow linearly with the training set size� as the
above mentioned estimator do� Hence the idea is to use
the locality property of GRBFs without burdening the
estimator with many of them�
The �rst example of such networks reported in the lit�

erature are the feed�forward RBF net used by Renals et
al����	� to describe the transition probabilities of a Hid�
den Markov Model and the 
semiparametric� approach
to density estimation by Tr�aven ���	��
We approximate the pdf as a Gaussian mixture� that

is using an GRBF NN with m hidden neurons� We
try to use as few hidden neurons as possible� still re�
taining a good performace of the �nal classi�er� This
technique� that is referred as Maximum Penalized Like�
lihood �MPL� in the paper� consists of a modi�cation of
the criterion function used to train the network� In gen�
eral any NN is trained in such a way so as to maximize
a criterion of optimality� This criterion for MPL is the
Kullback�Leibler �KL� distance between the true and
approximated pdf and the complexity of the network�
This complexity term is added because a criterion based
only on a measure of goodness�of��t between data and
the model is inappropriate� It favours complex models

with large number of parameters that can be adjusted
to �t the data to any desired accuracy ���	��

In the following section we brie�y decsribe the MPL
estimator� In Section � the classi�cation performance of
a GRBF based classi�er built using the MPL estimator
is assessed� Finally the last section is devoted to some
comments and conclusions�

� MPL ESTIMATOR

Our strategy is to approximate the pdf as a Gaussian
mixture� This is done by using a GRBF NN with m

hidden neurons as illustrated in Figure ��

p�x� �

mX

���

W�G�x� ��� ��� ���

Such a network comprises e�ectively three layers� the
input layer� which is fully connected to the hidden layer
generating GRBFs responses and a single node out�
put layer which combines these responses in terms of
a weighted sum to generate a pdf estimate for the input
stimulus�
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Figure �� Block diagram of the GRBF neural net� For
each class a network like this outputs the pdf� The out�
puts are then compared to build the classi�er with the
Bayes rule�



Let B � �m�W�� � � � �Wm� ��� � � � � �m� ��� � � � � �m� be
the parameter vector that uniquely de�nes the network
output and it is estimated by the minimization of the
KL distance� which is equivalent to the maximization of
the likelihood ���	�� Unfortunately such a choice leads to
selecting very complex networks �large m� which have
poor generalization property� they are just tightly �t
the data� Adding neurons to the network results in an
improved likelihood at the expense of an incresing di�
mensionality of the parameter vector�
In order to avoid such a problem� we have modi�ed the

criterion function� adding a term which quanti�es the
architecture complexity� The new optimality criterion
is then

J�B� � logL�Bjm� �NC�m� ���

where L�B� is the likelihood� given the network architec�
ture� i�e� m the number of hidden nodes� and NC�m� is
the network complexity� This last term is an increasing
function of the number of free parameters involved by
the network and decreases as the sample size increases�
Once the criterion function ��� has been de�ned a

training has been carried out using the backpropagation
technique�
First a set of admissible candidate mixtures is se�

lected� A Gaussian mixtures of m components is admis�
sible as a candidate function if the number of parameters
to estimate

k�m� � m��d� ��� �

is smaller than the number of training set points avail�
able� For all the gaussian mixtures ful�lling the condi�
tion

k�m� � n

where k is the number of free parameters and n is the
sample size� the network complexity function is de�ned
as

NC�m� � �Cn
dk�m� log n

rn
���

with the dimesionality d� a relaxation factor r � � and
a normalization constant Cn are chosen so that

X

all admissable m

P �m� � � ���

P �m� � exp�NC�m�� ���

The addition of this penalty term has the e�ects of
weighting di�erent network architectures according to
their complexity� The likelihood increases steadily with
the network complexity� while the penalty term de�
creases� the choice of m is dictated by the balance of
this two terms�
Such strategy has rigourous information theoretic

foundation ���	�� Consider our criterion function ����
It can be written as

J�B� � log�L�Bjm� P �m�� ���

where P �m� is the probability assigned to the mixture
of m components� de�ned in equation ���� The criterion
��� has a simple interpretation in a Bayesian framework�
the parameter vector B is chosen in such a way that it
maximize the joint probability of the data �likelihood�
and the probability of the m�components mixture�

It can also be interpreted as a Minimum Description
Length principle ���	�� For a detailed analysis� see ��	�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested the methodology outlined in the prevoius
section on three di�erent sets of data� ��dimensional
iris data� ��dimensional mammographic data and ���
dimensional speech data� For the speech data a sec�
ond independent set of data was available and we have
checked the model selected by a Leave�One�Out �LOO�
test� Cross Valaidation and MPL� while for the other
two only a comparison between the MPL and LOO test
was possible�

��� Iris data

This set of data is constituted of three classes� each con�
taining �� samples� The three classes represent three dif�
ferent species of iris plant� that are described by four fea�
tures� sepal length and width� petal length and width�
This database has been the object of many studies since
the publication of Fisher�s paper in ����� It is known
that one of the classes is linearly separable while the
other two are not� The k�NN classi�er� according to ��	�
gives the smallest error� We have applied our method
and compared the result obtained �see Figure ���
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Figure �� Plot showing the classi�cation performance of
a LOO test with architectures n�n�n for Back Propaga�
tion �BP� and odd k for k�NN



The best architecture selected by MPL gives the best
but one performance with as little as only � hidden neu�
rons �� for the �rst and third classes and � for the second
one�� MPL or� for that matter� any other complexity
analysis are often considered computationally intensive�
but� according to our experience� they are not worse
than a cross validation technique or a Leave�One�Out
�LOO� test� In the particular case of the IRIS data� as
in any other case when only a small sample size is avail�
able� cross validation is unthinkable and a LOO eval�
uation should be carried out on the exhaustive set of
architectures� Just to give an idea� in order to exhaus�
tively try all architectures with a maximum of �� neu�
rons in each class� we should have tried ��� architectures
and this applies when neglecting the �rst class which is
known to be linearly separable� For all our experiment
with cross validation we have decided to test only ar�
chitectures with the same number of hidden neurons for
each class� they will be denoted as n�n�n �or n�n for two
classes� architectures�

��� Mammograms

This data was obtained by digitalization of mammo�
graphic scans� A feature extraction and selection pro�
cess was performed� providing a set of ���� training pat�
terns� each described by an ��dimensional feature vector
���	�� The two classes of ��� and ��� samples refer re�
spectively to normal healthy tissues and microcalci�ca�
tions� that could indicate the presence of an early stage
tumor� As already done for the other data� we checked
the performance given by an n�n architecture and then
compared it with the best architecture selected by the
MPL estimator� The results are plotted in Figure ��
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Figure �� A comparison of the MPL selected architec�
ture with the n� n architectures �LOO test��

This example clearly shows how the MPL can guide
in the choice of the architecture� The architecture se�

lected gives the best performance compared to the n�n
architectures� Note that the criterion to train the net�
work �Maximum Likelihood� is di�erent from the cri�
terion used to assess the performance� no information
coming from the opposite class is used to estimate the
pdf�

��� Speech data

The data used was a set of pattern vectors derived from
the utterances YES and NO over the public switched
telephone network� Each ���dimensional vector con�
tained � segments of � features derived by a low order
linear prediction analysis� An independent test set was
available for this data� The following table shows the
sample sizes of these data sets�

Yes No
Training set ��� ���
Test set ��� ���
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Figure �� A comparison of the MPL and LOO test for
di�erent architectures as described in Figure � �

The cross validation and LOO tests have been applied
to the data and results are reported in the following
table and in Figures ��� and �� Again only architectures
�n�n� with the same number of neurons for each class
have been tested by cross�validation�

Method Nodes
LOO test � and �

Cross validation � and �
MPL r � ��� ��	 � and �
MPL r � �� � and �
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Figure �� MPL and cross validation comparison�

The two di�erent architectures selected correspond to
the same MPL selector run with a more strict and a
more relaxed Penalty term� This is obtained by chang�
ing the value of parameter r in equation ���� a larger r
corresponds to a lighter penalization�

� CONCLUSIONS

A GRBF network used as a non�parametric pdf esti�
mator has been presented� Unlike the traditional non�
parametric estimators� the use of a few GRBFs can en�
sure locality of the �nal estimation at a relative low
computational cost�

The problem of the optimal selection of the number
of GRBF units has been investigated� with particular
attention to small sample set size cases� We have pro�
posed an information criterion� denoted as MPL� that
does not require large samples and is not very computa�
tionally intensive� The comparison with the more tra�
ditional techniques of cross�validation and leave�one�out
error estimation shows that the estimator is reliable�

There is still an open problem regarding the choice of
the relaxation factor of the complexity model� which is
currently the object of investigation� Further improve�
ment could be obtained by re�ning the learning algo�
rithm�

We noted in Section ��� that our algorithm approxi�
mates the pdf of each class using the information coming
only from the training set of that class� The introduc�
tion of a delearning phase� in which the network delearns
�learns with a negative step� data from all the other
classes� could be a solution� as some experiment have
demonstrated� but a further investigation is needed�
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